VAST Introduction
Safety Above All
vast.aero

ENABLING SAFETY COLLABORATION
FOR THE GLOBAL VTOL INDUSTRY
Who We Are
We are a public–private initiative to enhance worldwide
flight operations safety in all segments of the vertical
flight industry.
Team members comprise international regional safety
teams; safety authorities, including civil aviation
authorities; and other industry stakeholders that work
to improve global vertical flight safety.

WHAT’S NEW?
NAME – SCOPE – APPROACH
The International Helicopter Safety Foundation
rebranded as the Vertical Aviation Safety Team (VAST)
VAST expanded public-private partnerships to all
segments of the worldwide vertical flight industry.

Using a data-informed, consensus-based approach,VAST
will integrate and globally distribute valued safety data
and proven risk reduction strategies.

ABOUT THE VAST
VISION
A worldwide vertical flight community with zero fatal accidents
achieved through cooperation and collaboration.
MISSION
Continuously improve the community’s safety culture and
operational performance through harmonization, coordination, and
implementation of global safety information, resources, and
programs while supporting regional safety team data that
promotes vertical flight’s societal contributions.

WHY THE VAST?
UNDERSTANDING OUR LEGACY CHALLENGES
The international vertical flight industry benefitted from
regional safety teams and other stakeholders focused
on developing safety information and resources to
reduce the likelihood and severity of accidents.
However…
Collaboration and coordination of those initiatives or
sharing of the final outputs was limited or nonexistent.
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LEGACY STATE – LIMITED COORDINATION
Regional
Safety Teams

Other Industry and
Safety Stakeholders

Associations

Limited
Collaboration

Limited
Collaboration

Infrastructure
Support

More
Forming

Other International
VTOL Industry and
Safety Stakeholders

Siloed, redundant, or conflicting safety initiatives. No unified or
harmonized effort to exchange valuable safety information.
Note: The presence or absence of logos does not imply formal endorsement of the VAST by any entity.
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INTERIM OBJECTIVE – REMOVE SILOS

Regional
Safety
Teams

Other Stakeholders
More
Forming

Note: The presence or absence of logos does not imply formal endorsement of the VAST by any entity.
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OBJECTIVE
STATE

Open Exchange of Timely,
Relevant, and Harmonized
Global VTOL Safety Data

Note: The presence or absence of logos does not imply formal endorsement of the VAST by any entity.

WHAT’S NEXT?

• Expand awareness, recruitment, and
engagement of the team

• Identify mutual interests of all
stakeholders
• Share content to enhance global VTOL
safety

BACKUP SLIDES

VAST – ORGANIZATION

• Advisors
• Members & Liaisons

• Steering Committee
• Working Groups

VAST ORGANIZATION AND INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIP

Global Safety
Data, Research,
Analysis, Integration, & Sharing

Regional
Safety Teams
Safety
Authorities
VTOL Industry Safety
Stakeholders

Other Industry
Stakeholders

Liaisons

WG Chairs

Comms

Admin
Advisors

Rotorcraft
Safety Rating

Global VTOL
Safety
Conference

Tech
Regs

Safety
Promotion
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VAST ADVISORS

Miguel Marin, Chief Operational Safety

James Viola, President & CEO

VAST Advisor nominated by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

VAST Advisor nominated by
Helicopter Association International
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VAST STEERING COMMITTEE
• The VAST Steering Committee is comprised of the following members
• VAST advisors
• Working group co-chairs
• Administration or communications teams leads

• A VAST liaison may participate in Steering Committee meetings upon request or as desired
after coordination with the VAST administrative lead.
• Additional Steering Committee information is available in the VAST Charter
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VAST LIAISONS
• A VAST liaison may include any designated representative of a global VTOL safety
stakeholder organization
• A VAST liaison may serve in the following roles
• Consult with VAST advisors
• Consult with steering committee or working group
• Consult with administration or communications team

• A VAST liaison serves in a flexible and temporary capacity to facilitate resolution of technical
or administrative matters
• A VAST liaison will not participate in voting activities
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VAST WORKING GROUP MEMBERS
• A VAST working group member may include any designated representative of a
global VTOL safety stakeholder organization; additionally, any individual who is not
affiliated with such an organization may be a VAST member
• A VAST member may serve in the following roles
• Volunteer and, if elected, serve in a working group co-chair position
• Volunteer to actively participate in a working group
• Volunteer to actively participate in the administration or communications team

• One individual of each stakeholder organization may serve as a voting member of a
working group; any other individual of the same organization may serve as a backup
voter.

• Individuals are not considered a VAST member unless they are contributing to a
working group or serving in an advisory role
• Additional VAST member information is available in the VAST Charter
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WORKING
GROUPS

WORKING GROUP SNAPSHOT
Technology

Regulations

Safety Promotion

Special Project
Global Vertical Aviation
Safety Conference

Special Project
Rotorcraft Safety Rating

WG
Maturity

Co-Chairs

Member
Description

Current &
Planned
Activities

Mike Hirshberg (VFS)
Cliff Johnson (FAA)

19 members or advisors
(9 non-US)
• 2 industry groups
• 2 regulators
• Recruit members
• Define priorities
• Select projects

KEY

Chris Martino (HAI)
Vacant (States)

Chris Hill (HAI)
John Franklin (EASA)

22 members or advisors
(13 non-US)
• 5 industry groups
• 3 regulators

22 members or advisors
(13 non-US)
• 4 OEM members
• 4 regulators
• 8 industry group
• 5 Marketing/Comms/PA
• Monthly meetings ongoing
• Review & update web content
• Refine social media strategy
• Establish translation capability

• Recruit members
• Define priorities
• Select projects

Completed Terms
of Reference
Recruiting

Recurring Meetings
Identifying Projects

Tony Randall (Bell)
Clement Audard (EASA)
International & Industry Diversity
• 6 OEMs
• 2 regulators
• 5 industry groups
• 1 services provider
• Monthly meetings ongoing
• Reviewing related legacy work
• Determine feasibility and
recommend path forward

Active Projects

Thomas Glista (HAI)
Eugene Trainor (FAA)
•
•
•
•

11 regulators; all FAA reps
3 industry groups
1 services provider
Recruitment efforts
underway

• Kickoff meeting 17 Sep 21
• Recruiting more intl and
AAM members for planning
• Conference last wk Oct 2022

Providing
Deliverables
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TECHNOLOGY
WORKING GROUP

TECHNOLOGY
• Objectives
• Identify and evaluate the applicability of safety technologies with a significant potential to reduce
accidents and incidents as they pertain to the existing global helicopter fleet and their
potential application to emerging rotorcraft and other vertical flight aircraft

• Promote the integration of promising new safety technologies and foster harmonization of
international safety efforts.
• Ensure global consistency in the application of safety technologies.

• Accomplishments (2020-2021)
• Developed comprehensive list of beneficial safety technologies
• Completed cockpit safety technology use survey with 1,376 responses

• Next Steps (2021-2022)
• Support the operationalization and expansion of VAST
• Develop and launch a follow-up technology use survey
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REGULATIONS
WORKING GROUP

REGULATORY WORKING GROUP
• Review & assess full scope of industry issues related to vertical flight rules, regulations,
standards & supporting documents
• Identify opportunities to harmonize international rules, regulations, & standards

• Provide recommendations for best practices where appropriate
• Diverse membership includes OEMs, industry & regulators

• Countries currently represented:
• Canada, Chile, EU, India, New Zealand, UK, US

• Working Group meeting monthly
• Current focus areas:

• Filling regional membership “gaps”
• Identifying initial focus areas for working group efforts

• Finalizing governance & process model
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SAFETY PROMOTION
WORKING GROUP

SAFETY PROMOTION
• Diverse group of 20+ experts in safety, marketing, PR, and social media skills meeting monthly
• Migrated legacy IHSF to VAST.aero providing improved capability, flexibility, and stability
• Established MS Teams site for internal management of VAST information for all WG and admin

• Ongoing web site reviews with updates to layout and content (videos first area of focus)
• Added pledge/participation form with presentation of organizations and logos

• Established separate social media sub-working group to focus in this emerging area of influence
• Will define process and goals where practicable for review, management, and promotion of new
content including translation of selected materials (e.g., English, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Korean)

• Will coordinate with other WG to understand and promote projects, messages, and deliverables
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ROTORCRAFT
SAFETY RATING
SPECIAL PROJECT WORKING GROUP

ROTORCRAFT SAFETY RATING WORKING GROUP
• Initial group membership remains small in order to develop basic methodology. Membership will be
expanded once basic concept/methodology is developed.
• Initial membership represents 6 OEMs, 2 regulators, 5 industry groups and 1 services provider and is
an international effort.
• Initial feasibility, concept and methodology development is leveraging previous work on a similar
concept by the Oil and Gas aviation community.
• To ascertain feasibility of the concept and to keep the workload manageable the current efforts are
focused on two specific industry segments and on a particular, relevant mission.
• The approved Terms of Reference are available and provides more detailed information on the details
of this effort.
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GLOBAL VERTICAL AVIATION
SAFETY CONFERENCE
SPECIAL PROJECT WORKING GROUP

GLOBAL VERTICAL AVIATION SAFETY CONFERENCE
• The biannual FAA International Rotorcraft Safety Conference will be retitled “International Vertical
Aviation Safety Conference” or similar title
• October 2022 event will be supported by the VAST to enable expanded scope and resources
• First meeting of FAA, USHST, and HAI reps convened in mid-September 2021.
• Bi-weekly meetings planned for with emphasis on recruitment of more international partners

• Event tentatively planned to take place in Hurst TX conference center during last week of Oct 2022
• Live streaming and recorded/delayed broadcasts are desired capabilities to enable broader
international participation than previous events
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